Worksheet 1: Specific Details and Matter-of-Fact Tone

Name: __________________________________________           Date: __________________
Teacher: ________________________________________           Class: _________________

Choose three tone words that would describe your reaction to the following events:

A priest who can levitate

____________________     ____________________     ___________________

A stream of liquid that can turn corners and ascend stairs

____________________     ____________________     ___________________

Seeing someone ascending into the sky

____________________     ____________________     ___________________

Five years of rain

____________________     ____________________     ___________________

Locate each of the following events in the book and read the passage in which García Márquez describes it. List the phrases that convey the specific details and matter-of-fact tone of the author:

A priest who regularly levitates after drinking chocolate (chapter 5)

The blood from the death of José Arcadio (chapter 7)

Remedios’ ascension (chapter 12)

The extraordinary rain (chapter 16)